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Abstract Smooth pursuit eye movements superimpose additional motion on the retinal image of untracked visual targets, potentially leading to the perception of motion smear and a distortion of the perceived direction of motion. Previously, we demonstrated an attenuation of perceived motion smear when the untracked target moves in the opposite direction of an ongoing pursuit eye movement. In this study, the extent of perceived motion smear and the direction of perceived smear were compared for a single bright dot that moved in a wide range of directions with respective to horizontal pursuit at 8 deg/s. Comparable data were obtained during ﬁxation as a control. The results indicate that a signiﬁcant attenuation of perceived motion smear occurs when the dot’s motion includes a horizontal component in the opposite direction of eye movement. In contrast, the direction of perceived smear approximates the trajectory of the retinal image motion, during both ﬁxation and pursuit. These results suggest a selective application of extra-retinal signals to compensate speciﬁc aspects of visual perception that results from the retinal image motion during smooth pursuit eye movements. Ó 2006 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved. Keywords: Pursuit; Extra-retinal signal; Motion smear; Direction tuning



1. Introduction Pursuit eye movements keep the image of a tracked object approximately stable on the fovea. However, these eye movements produce an additional component of retinal image motion for untracked objects in the visual ﬁeld, compared with when the eyes are stationary. This motion of the retinal image that occurs for untracked objects during pursuit would be expected to result in the perception of motion smear, because of the substantial temporal persistence in the visual system (Bidwell, 1899; McDougall, ¨ gmen, 1904; Burr, 1980; Coltheart, 1980; Chen, Bedell, & O 1995). However, previous experiments found a signiﬁcant reduction in the extent of perceived motion smear when
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the eyes are moving, compared to when the eyes remain stationary (Bedell & Lott, 1996; Bedell & Yang, 2001; Bedell, Chung, & Patel, 2004; Bedell & Patel, 2005). Because the motion of the retinal image was comparable during eye movements and ﬁxation, these investigations supply evidence that extra-retinal signals (ERSs), for example, eﬀerent copy signals associated with pursuit, play a role in attenuating the extent of perceived motion smear. In a recent study, Tong, Patel, and Bedell (2005) reported that an attenuation of perceived motion smear occurs during smooth pursuit if the target moves in the opposite direction, but not in the same direction, as the ongoing eye movement. Because the target and the eyes moved collinearly in this study, an unanswered question is to what extent perceived smear is attenuated if the retinal image motion of the untracked target contains a component that is not opposite to the direction of the on-going eye movements.
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When the target and the eyes move non-collinearly, the direction of target motion on the retina is diﬀerent from its physical trajectory. This discrepancy raises the additional question of whether the direction of perceived smear is compensated by ERSs during eye movements. The direction of perceived smear for a moving target should be identical to the target’s physical direction of motion if complete compensation for the observer’s eye movement occurs. If the compensation for pursuit is incomplete, then the direction of perceived smear should be closer to the retinal motion trajectory. In the present experiments, observers reported the direction as well as the extent of perceived smear. These data allow us to compare the attenuation of perceived motion smear with the compensation for the direction of perceived smear, for untracked targets that move non-collinearly with respect to the pursuit eye movement.



distance between the moving test spot and the ﬁxation target reached a minimum value of 0.5° when the test spot reached the center of its trajectory. The experimental set up in the pursuit condition was similar to that in ﬁxation condition, except that rotation of a galvanometer-mounted mirror moved the image of the entire screen from left to right on each trial. At the beginning of each pursuit trial, the image of the screen was displaced leftward by 4° and was stable for 1 s. A smooth rotation of the mirror then caused the spot at the center of the screen, which served as the pursuit target, to move the right at a speed of 8 deg/s for 1 s. After a 400–450 ms delay after motion onset, the second moving test spot was presented for 200 ms with the same screen trajectory as in the ﬁxation condition. Because both the pursuit target and the test spot were reﬂected from the moving mirror, the physical motion of the test spot on the screen produced identical retinal image motion as during the ﬁxation condition when the pursuit gain was equal to one. Horizontal eye position was measured by IR limbal tracking and stored to a PC computer at 1 kHz. The stored eye-movement records were used to calculate the direction and speed of the retinal image motion on each pursuit-condition trial.



2.2. Procedure 2. Methods 2.1. Apparatus and stimuli Visual stimuli were generated by a PC-controlled 12-bit Arbitrary Wave Form Generator and were presented on an X–Y monitor (HP 1311B) at a 500-Hz refresh rate. The stimuli were small spots with a nominal size of 0.4 arc min and a luminance of 2 log units (14 cd/m2) above the detection threshold in an otherwise dark environment. The stimuli were viewed monocularly through a mirror system from a distance of 4 m (Fig. 1). A spot at the center of the screen served as the ﬁxation target during each trial of the ﬁxation condition. After a 150–250 ms delay from the beginning of each trial, a second moving test spot was presented at a speed of 4 deg/s or 8 deg/s for a duration of 200 ms. The trajectory of testspot motion was symmetrical with respect to the center of the screen. The



Galvanometer Mirror



Fixed Mirror



Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental set up. The stimuli on the screen were reﬂected to the left eye of the subject using an optical system. A patch covered the subject’s right eye. The spot at the center of the screen served as the stationary ﬁxation target in the ﬁxation condition and the tracking target in the pursuit condition. Horizontal movement of the tracking target (as well as the test spot) was achieved by rotating a galvanometer-mounted mirror. The test spot was presented for 200 ms and moved in one of 16 diﬀerent directions on the screen.



In each block of 64 trials, the test spot moved across the screen at 4 or 8 deg/s in one of 16 directions between 0° and 337.5°. The speciﬁc combination of speed and direction of test-spot motion varied randomly from trial to trial. Trials in the ﬁxation and pursuit conditions were run in separate blocks. After each presentation of the test spot, the observer used a joystick to successively adjust (1) the direction and (2) then the length of a stationary bright line to match the direction and extent of perceived motion smear. This procedure generated one estimate of the direction and length of perceived smear for each acceptable trial (see below).



2.3. Subjects and data analysis Seven observers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated. Head position was maintained using a chin rest. The experimental protocol was reviewed by the University of Houston Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects and written informed consent was obtained from each subject before he or she participated. Five to twelve blocks of trials were completed for each subject to collect enough data for each combination of test-spot speed and direction of motion in the ﬁxation and pursuit conditions. The eye velocity on each pursuit trial was determined from the slope of the best ﬁtting straight line during the 200-ms presentation of the test target. The pursuit gain was calculated as the ratio of the eye velocity to the velocity of the pursuit target. To ensure that comparable motion of the retinal image occurred in the pursuit and ﬁxation conditions, individual pursuit trials were rejected if either of the following occurred: (1) pursuit gain was lower than 0.8 or higher than 1.2, or (2) a saccade or blink occurred during the presentation of the test spot or within 50 ms of its onset or oﬀset. Averaged across observers, 30% of the trials in the pursuit condition were rejected on the basis of each of these criteria (total rejected pursuit trials = 62%). To evaluate the stability of ﬁxation, horizontal eye position was recorded also for each observer on a sample of the trials in the ﬁxation condition. For three observers, ﬁxation was consistently stable (velocity 
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